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Acute Art Features new VR work by contemporary artists, interviews, and behind the scenes of 

VR art creation. An additional subscription-based  gallery features curated exhibits, 

including new VR creations by Jeff Koons, Marina Abramović, and  more.

Art

Adventures in Space This is a space curriculum lesson from VictoryVR.  Students have "the opportunity to 

pilot a spaceship, as well as a Mars Rover while learning some of the most important 

lessons about the Universe". 

Science

Airborne 1944 Experience being a paratrooper on D-Day jumping into Nazi-occupied France on the 

coast of Normandy in this  critically-acclaimed VR program (approx. 4 min).
History

Amazon Odyssey Interactive eco-tour of the Amazon. Beautiful environments, includes some "game" 

components.
Science

Geography

Artifice This app includes a small collection of paintings that you can "go inside" and even 

modify.  Mondrian, Pollack, Joseph Albers, etc.
Art

Becoming 

Homeless

Spend time as a homeless person. Created by Stanford University’s Virtual Human 

Interaction Lab, this VR is designed to increase empathy.
Sociology

Berlin Wall Produced by the Newseum, this interactive VR takes you behind the Berlin Wall to 

communist East Berlin at the height of the Cold War. You learn about the situation 

from a news correspondent and participate in breaking down the wall.

History

Blocks Create 3D models with Blocks using six simple tools. Models can be exported as .obj 

exports, or animated gifs. 
Art

Math

Blu This award-winning VR program takes the viewers into the ocean. Includes Whale 

Encounter, the Coral Reef, and the Luminous Abyss. There is some interactivity with 

the underwater elements.

Science

Body VR Go inside the human body. Travel through the bloodstream and see how blood cells 

spread oxygen throughout the body. Travel into a living cell and learn how  the 

organelles work together to fight  viruses.

Science

Anatomy

Health

CalcFlow Calcflow features intuitive ways you can learn the foundations of vector calculus. Math

Physics

COSM Worlds 

within Worlds

Zoom into objects down to the molecular level and explore  molecules, cells, and DNA 

based on actual datasets. Includes real-time simulations. Watch molecules scan DNA 

to express genes, or carry sacs of molecular cargo through the cell. 

Science

Discovr Egypt Go into the tomb of King Tut to learn about his history and legacy. Includes 

interactivity--you  need a "flashlight" to see in the darkness of the tomb to uncover his 

treasures. 

History

Disappearing Oasis The Disappearing Oasis,  a new VR film by Contrast VR, illustrates the threat of 

desertification to the over 2 million people living in the oases (fertile areas in a desert) 

in Morocco. The changing climate and lack of opportunities is driving settelers away, 

leaving "empty land for the Sahara to grab".

Geography

Dreams of Dali In this award-winning VR program, you can  explore Salvador Dali's 1935 painting 

“Archaeological Reminiscence of Millet's ‘Angelus’.”Venture into the towers, and look 

at the Dali-esque landscape surrounding you. 

Art
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Earthlight: Space 

Walk

Walk in space around the International Space Station.  "Learn how to realistically 

move in zero gravity, how to use real astronaut tools, ride the station's robotic arm 

and experience the most breathtaking views on different weather effects on earth 

from orbit."

Science

Edmersiv History: models of a medieval castle, tank, Berlin wall, Parthenon, textile loom; 

Interactive Colisseum; 

Math: Parallelograms, hexagon extrusion and geomotrical solids; Lines, Diameters

Geography: Continents; Planets & stars; Weather & Water cycle; Climate; Earth 

layers; Map projection

Science: Electricity; Biology; Magnetism; Plant, animal & Bacteria cells; Light and 

spectrum; Magnets; Science lab

Variety

Extraordinary 

Honey Bee

“The Extraordinary Honey Bee" takes viewers on a journey to learn about bees’ 

impact on our world, their plight, and how we can change to save them."
Science

Everest Climb Mount Everest in this interactive VR program using mountaineering tools. 

Includes 5 iconic scenes from base camp to the summit; "god" mode for an overview 

of the Himalayas; and the Seeker Expedition featuring educational audio, 

infographics, and historical videos from real expeditions.

Geography

Science

Galactic Gallery Interactive VR Art gallery which explores the intersections between traditional art and 

new media. You can go inside the art and Interact with it.
Art

Google Earth See the world in a whole new way with Google Earth VR. Fly over a city, stand at the 

edge of a canyon, or  soar into space. Some locations allow you to move along the city 

streets. 

Science

World Languages

Great Pyramid VR 3DA invites you to explore and study the realistic reconstruction of this magnificient 

structure, you can see the pyramid from different perspectives and investigate the 3D 

interior in real time.

World History

Handwaver This gesture-based virtual mathematical making environment allows learners at all 

levels to use their hands to make, modify, measure, and explore mathematical objects 

in a virtual three dimensional space.

Math

Physics

Hydrogen Orbitals This app helps you visualize the hydrogen atom's electron orbitals. Includes  thirty five 

excited states, a cutting plane tool, and point cloud colored by probability density.
Chemistry

Journey into the 

Heart of Evolution

A virtual reality experience that explores the origin of life on earth and the influence 

of man on his environment. Created by the French National Museum of Natural 

History and the Orange Foundation. In French or English.

Science

Kolb Antactic 

Experience

Go to the Antarctic to research science and geogaphy with with an expert. Includes 

many interactive elements.
Science

Geography

Lifelique Explore 10 categories of 3D models covering Life Science, Earth and Space Science, 

Physical Science or Math. Learn about a cell, join prehistoric dinosaurs for a walk, or 

take on a journey to Space around International Space Station.

Science

Biology

Lyra VR Create and visualize music in VR. Compose with your hands, connect instruments and 

phrases, import audio samples. You can walk within and around your musical 

compositions and share your work with others.

Music
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Masterworks: 

Journey Through 

History

"Visit four fully explorable environments where you can collect artifacts and learn 

from archaeologists and scientists.  Explore the ancient capital of Thailand, a pre-

Incan temple in the Peruvian Andes, the Native American cliff dwellings of Colorado, 

and the stone carvings of Mt Rushmore in South Dakota."

Social Studies

Mindshow This interactive app lets you create animated movies in VR. Choose a world and 

decorate it with props. Create a character and bring it to life using your body gestures 

and voice. 

Language Arts

World Languages

Nanome Nanome brings the nano world to life! "Imagine having the ability to create your own 

molecules and atomic structures out of thin air or explore concepts like the structure 

of DNA." 

Science  

Chemistry

Nature Treks In Nature Treks you can explore over 10 kilometers of themed environments, or  use 

"creator orbs" to create your own world. Select natural features, the time of day, 

weather, animals and more with music or nature sounds. This immersive VR 

experience is designed to promote peace, calm, and relaxation. 

Art

Various

Nefertari: Journey 

to Eternity

Explore Queen Nefertari's tomb and witness Egyptian "art, history, construction, and 

mythology through interactive elements".  
Social Studies

Newton's House of 

Forces

Learn about the physics involved in a game of pool, play with a Tesla Coil, explore 

Coulomb's Law with giant circus balls, dance with holograms, and travel to Prudue 

University to "discuss the forces involved with the sport and actions being taken to 

better protect athletes using the laws of physics."

Physics 

Night Cafe Explore the world of Vincent van Gogh. Go inside some of his paintings and 

experience the compositions, colors and patterns of his artwork from another 

perspective.  Very mesmerizing.

Art

Overview: Orbital 

Vews

This award-winning VR program uses scientific data from NASA and the European 

Space Agency, to create an authentic interactive experience in space. It includes real 

positions for all the planets, stars and galaxies that we know of, as well as an 

"explore" mode for further study. 

Science

PaintLab Paint or sculpt your own 3D creations. A simpler, less sophisticated version of Tilt 

Brush. 
Art

Primitive PRIMITIVE is an Immersive Development Environment that displays code as a 3D 

interactive model in VR. The VR interface allows for a large amount of data about the 

program to be displayed.

CTE

Stanford Ocean 

Acidification

Explores climate change, focusing on the acidification of the oceans. Created by 

Stanford University.
Science

Star Chart Explore our solar system and night time constellations in this beautiful app. Science

Tilt Brush Tilt Brush lets you paint in 3D space with virtual reality. Powerful and versatile tool to 

create virtual artwork. Includes many different brushes, palettes, and tools. Save your 

"sketch" to work on later or share with others. Tiltbrush is one of the standard tools of 

this emerging art medium.

Art

Unimersiv Explore the Titanic, Ancient Rome, the Acropolis, the International Space Station, 

Anatomy, the Cardiovascular system, the Human Brain.
Variety
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VR Capture Use this tool to record VR experiences to make  immersive videos (in 360) for 

everyone. Videos can be played on a computer,  through HMD, or shared on YouTube. 
Tech Tool

VR Museum of Fine 

Art

Visit the VR Museum of Fine Art  where you can examine famous sculptures virtually. 

Insludes: A’a islander god figure; Amenhotep III Tomb Statue; Apollo and Daphne; 

Augustus of Primaporta; Michalangelo’s “David”; Doryphoros; Great Buddha of 

Kamakura; Anavysos Kouros; Yaxchilan Lintel #25; Michelangelo's Pieta; Reliquary of a 

Saint; Shiva, Lord of Dance 

Art

Social Studies

YOU YOU allows anyone to freely navigate and explore an anatomically accurate 3D model 

of the human body, its organs, and their natural function. Visualize how your body 

works.

Sociology


